
Implications of Forward Strand Workflow 
 

UWBC DNA Sequencing Center uses a forward strand workflow for all Illumina 
MiSeq and NovaSeq flow cells. 
 

• How do I know what sequence to provide UWBC DNA Sequencing Center for the indexes I 
used for my library prep? 

A vendor may include a table in the appendix of their product manual that indicates “forward strand workflow.” If the 
vendor lists bases for MiSeq and NovaSeq separately, choose the bases for MiSeq. When in doubt, contact that 
vendor’s technical support or see the linked supporting documentation. 

 

• I have 8 base unique dual indexes. How do I make them 10 base indexes? 

Nextera Adapter: Add AT to the 3’ end of i7 index. Add TC to the 3’ end of i5 index. Additional information below. 

TruSeq Adapter: Add AT to the 3’ end of i7 index. Add AC to the 3’ end of i5 index. Additional information below. 

 

For Nextera, reference the adapter sequence below and the forward strand workflow image for context. 

 

Index 1 (i7) Read: AT should be added to the 3’ end of the “expected i7 index read.” As indicated in the 
forward strand workflow image, the i7 index read is the reverse complement of the listed adapter immediately 
above. The additional bases are reverse complement.  

Index 2 (i5) Read: TC should be added to the 3’ end of the “expected i5 index read.” As indicated in the 
forward strand workflow image, the i5 index should be the same as i5 bases in adapter immediately above. The 
additional bases are in the same orientation. 

For TruSeq, reference the adapter sequence below and the forward strand workflow image for context. 

 

Index 1 (i7) Read: AT should be added to the 3’ end of the “expected i7 index read.” As indicated in the 
forward strand workflow image, the i7 index should be the same as the listed adapter immediately above. The 
additional bases are in the same orientation. Note: the orientation of the adapter immediately above, as 
indicated in supporting Illumina documentation, is not the reverse complement.  

Index 2 (i5) Read: AC should be added to the 3’ end of the “expected i5 index read.” As indicated in the 
forward strand workflow image, the i5 index should be the same as i5 bases in adapter immediately above. The 
additional bases are in the same orientation. 



• What does a forward strand workflow look like on a paired-end flow cell? 

 

 

 

 

Refer to supporting documentation for additional information: 
 

https://support.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-
support/documents/documentation/system_documentation/miseq/indexed-sequencing-overview-guide-15057455-08.pdf 

 

https://support-docs.illumina.com/SHARE/AdapterSeq/illumina-adapter-sequences.pdf 

https://support.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-support/documents/documentation/system_documentation/miseq/indexed-sequencing-overview-guide-15057455-08.pdf
https://support.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-support/documents/documentation/system_documentation/miseq/indexed-sequencing-overview-guide-15057455-08.pdf

